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Abstract (J Korean Assoc Oral Maxillofac Surg 2021;47:233-236)
A mandibular continuity defect can be repaired using either a prosthetic device or autogenous bone. A titanium reconstruction plate can be used with
a localized or vascularized flap over the defect of the mandible. Unfortunately, the plate may fail due to plate exposure, screw loosening, fracture, or
infection, and will need to be removed. Plate exposure though the skin or mucosa is one of the main reasons for failure. In the present work, the authors
introduced a lingually positioned reconstruction plate fabricated via three-dimensional printed bending support. This custom reconstruction plate can
avoid plate re-exposure as well as reduce surgical errors and operation time.
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I. Introduction
A mandibular continuity defect can be repaired using
either a prosthetic device or autogenous bone. A titanium
reconstruction plate (R-plate) can be used with a localized or
vascularized flap. Unfortunately, these plates often need to
be removed due to plate exposure, screw loosening, fracture,
or infection1-5. Failure of the plates is related to the size and
location of the defect, smoking, diabetes, and pre- and postoperative radiation1,6-9. Among these factors, plate exposure
through the skin occurs in 3.8% to 46% of cases6-8,10,11. Once
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the plates are exposed, the plates are removed and the wound
repaired with a vascularized bone flap11. However, elderly or
medically compromised patients may not tolerate the long invasive surgical procedure required. There are few options for
these patients except removal of the R-plates without further
repair, resulting in a mandibular continuity defect.
Generally, in R-plate procedures the surgeons manually
bend the readymade R-plate through a time-consuming trialand-error process. However, repetitive bending can increase
the risk of fatigue fracture12. Therefore, the manual bending
procedure should be cautious and minimal. Stereolithographic models can be created so that the R-plate can be manually
bent around the contours of the model mandible13,14.
In the present study, the authors introduced a salvage technique of reconstructing continuity defects via lingual repositioning and a machine pre-contoured plate.

II. Technical Note
A 75-year-old female patient presented with exposure of
two R-plates in the left cheek.(Fig. 1) Cone-beam computed
tomography was taken while she was in the upright position.
Patient data were stored in DICOM format and reconstructed
into three-dimensional bone images using the Mimics program (ver. 19.0; Materialise, Leuven, Belgium).
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The left side of the mandible was modeled using Mimics
software after subtraction of the previous R-plate. To minimize tension on the soft tissue, the posterior portion of the
new R-plate was designed to be placed as medially as possible according to the contour of the lingual cortex. The virtual
plate and holes were modeled three-dimensionally along the
cortex of the mandible. Then, the upper and lower bending
support was fabricated by additive manufacturing according

to the simulated data. The lower bending support had a rod
to position the straight, ready-made plate accurately.(Fig. 2)
The upper bending guide was fabricated by mirroring the
lower bending support. The straight commercial plate was
positioned on the bending support of the press machine. The
upper bending guide was anchored on the press machine,
and then the pre-contoured plate was created via union of the
two bending units.(Fig. 2) The edges were rounded as much
as possible so that stress was not concentrated on the curved
part of the titanium metal plate to minimize the possibility of
plate fracture.
Clinically, a submandibular incision was made, and the skin
flap was raised to remove the old plate.(Fig. 1) The old plate
was removed and a pre-contoured lingual plate was inserted
and fixed.(Fig. 3) The skin around the exposed plate was deepithelized and sutured again. The plate was tightly covered

Fig. 1. Exposed reconstruction plate.
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Fig. 3. Computed tomography image of the lingual pre-contoured
reconstruction plate affixed to the mandibular continuity defect.
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Fig. 2. Modeling of a reconstruction plate located as medially as
possible according to the contours of the lingual cortex. The virtual plate and holes were three-dimensionally simulated along the
cortex of the mandible. Fabrication of the lower bending support
according to the mandible model. The rod on the bending support
was fitted to the hole of the plate, which holds the plate during the
bending procedure. Pre-contouring of the plate using a combination of upper and lower bending halves.

Fig. 4. Postoperative healing of the skin after 6 months.
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Pre-contoured R-plate fabricated via 3D printed bending support

by the surrounding soft tissue, and the skin flap was closed.
Wound healing was favorable 6 months after operation.(Fig. 4)
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III. Discussion
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This report describes a convenient and safe procedure for
replacing an exposed R-plate with a new one. The previous
R-plate was based on the outer surface of the mandible, and
was exposed due to skin atrophy and dehiscence. A new plate
contoured according to the inner surface of the reconstructed
mandible limits the risk of re-exposure by preventing skin
atrophy. Pre-contouring along the lingual surface of the mandible was helpful to prevent skin dehiscence and plate reexposure.
Contouring of the R-plate can be aided by manual bending based on the stereolithographic model14-17. Surgeons can
estimate the defect shape and anticipate the exact contour
needed for reconstruction according to a mirror image of the
mandible. This simulation enables fabrication of the R-plate
prior to surgery, which can dramatically reduce the operation
time and yield superior outcomes18,19. The accuracy of precontoured plates was examined between the conventional
plate and a plate contoured using a stereolithographic model
as a reference13. The accuracy was superior in the stereolithographic group compared to conventional intraoperative plating.
Adjustive manual bending of the plate causes residual
stress, which could increase the risk of fatigue fracture12. An
experimental study revealed that fatigue fracture begins at the
inner curvature of the plate and propagates to the outer edge
due to cyclic masticatory loads; additional manual bending
increases fracture risk. Therefore, the plate should closely
match with mandibular outline, and require no additional
manual bending12. Plates that are pre-contoured according to
representative models could minimize the need for manual
bending and resulting fatigue stress. In particular, the lingual
bending step might be problematic and lead to plate-mandible
misfit. Therefore, use of a machine pre-contoured plate wellfitted to the mandible could improve outcomes.
The authors recommend use of lingual repositioning and a
machine pre-contoured plate as a safe, accurate and convenient technique for mandibular reconstruction.
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